






1 Identify careers or jobs 
you want to explore

An informational interview starts with understanding  
what you want to learn about

If you aren’t sure which occupation(s) you want to explore, take  
some time to pinpoint potential career paths and jobs of interest.  
As a University of Phoenix student you can:

• Complete the Career Interest assessment to view how your  
 interests align with real-world careers. 

• Explore careers 7+!7 !5& !/,(1&% 72 285 63&$,ï$ %&(5&& 352(5!06 
 and view required skills, salary and growth information and view  
 day-in-the-life videos.

Things to consider:

You don’t need to be 100% sure about what you’d like to pursue. 
Remember, interviews can help you gather more information  
72 %&7&50,1& ,' ! 63&$,ï$ $!5&&5 ,6 5,(+7 '25 <28k  

https://careers.phoenix.edu/assessment
https://careers.phoenix.edu/career-explorer/by-degree
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The next step is to identify contacts 

The following is a list of suggested channels to source the  
names of those contacts.  

Personal referrals 
Make a list of all the people you know who already work in your  
%&6,5&% $!5&&5 ï&/% 25 !7 ! $203!1< <28s5& ,17&5&67&% ,1k P$+&%8/&  
a time to speak with them about their experiences. 

Use your network’s network 
F' <28 %21s7 .12: !1<21& ,1 <285 %&6,5&% $!5&&5 ï&/% 25 !7 ! $203!1< 
you are interested in, ask people in your network who they know and 
see if they can facilitate an introduction.  

Professional associations 
Consider joining a professional association related to your career 
,17&5&676 ¡&k(kn PEOJn MJFn >@EB¢k Q+& :&#6,7& 0!< +!9& ! %,5&$725< 
of members’ contacts to reach out to. You could also attend a local 
chapter meeting. Use our  professional association guide 72 ï1% 
associations related to your industry or career of interest.

Introduction on LinkedInTM *

Ask an existing LinkedIn contact to facilitate an introduction or 
connect with people in the industries you are targeting. 

Organization websites 

/content/dam/edu/blog/2023/03/Professional%20Association%20Career%20Guide.pdf
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Sample voicemail request for an informational interview 

E&//2n 7+,6 ,6 @+!5/&6 E8##!5%k 
 
>0< G2+1621 68((&67&% F $217!$7 <28k F !0 5&6&!5$+,1( !(&1$,&6 '25 ! 3266,#/&  
ï&/% 3/!$&0&17 !6 3!57 2' 0< ?PPT 352(5!0 !1% :28/% /29& 72 7!/. :,7+ <28  












